Song Title

Words by (Your Name)  |   Music by (Artist/Band Name)

Intro:

C  Cmaj7  C  F

Verse:

C  Cmaj7  C  F  C  Cmaj7  C  F  Lyrics  Go Here,  Lyrics  Go Here,  Lyrics  Go Here,  Lyrics  Go Here,
C  Cmaj7  C  F  C  Cmaj7  C  F  Lyrics  Go Here,  Lyrics  Go Here,  Lyrics  Go Here,  Lyrics  Go Here,
F  C/E  Dm7  F/C  G  C  G7  Lyrics  Go Here,  Lyrics  Go Here,  Lyrics  Go Here,  Lyrics  Go Here,

Chorus:

F  G  C  E7  Lyrics  Go Here,  Lyrics  Go Here,
F  G  C  E7  Lyrics  Go Here,  Lyrics  Go Here,
F  G  C  E7  Lyrics  Go Here,  Lyrics  Go Here,
F  G  C  E7  Lyrics  Go Here,  Lyrics  Go Here,

Outro:

C  Cmaj7  C  F